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(54) METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A MULTI-LAYER WOODEN WALL

(57) The object of the invention is a method of man-
ufacturing a multi-layer wooden wall of planks arranged
crosswise in alternate layers that form a stack, for making
walls with openings for windows and doors and walls
without openings used for building houses.

The method according to the invention consists of
layers of planks (2) of equal width, which are cut to the
same length and are arranged in a stack (1) on an even
surface of an assembly base, where the stack (1) consists
of 5 to 17 layers of the planks (2), until the wall of required
thickness is obtained.

Then the stack of the planks (2) is stabilised on the
sides and from the top is exerted pressure of 200 to 600
kg/m2 on it by means of pressure clamps, which is trans-
ferred to the side walls and base of the stack (1) so that
the individual layers adhere to one another thoroughly
and form the wall with the top and bottom layers parallel

to one another. Then 1 to 5 holes are made through all
the layers of the planks (2) in the stack (1) on the plank
width "A" to join each layer, with their axes of symmetry
inclined at an angle higher than 0° up to 45° to the lon-
gitudinal and/or side edges of the stack (1) planks (2).
Pins (5) are driven in the holes and the stack (1) joined
in that manner is placed in the storage area or door and/or
window openings are cut out in it, as needed, and then
the finished wall is sized to obtain correct thickness, after
which it is placed in the storage area. The pins (5) from
the door and/or window cut-outs are pushed out in the
direction opposite to the pinning direction and the planks
(2) reclaimed are reused for arranging wall layers that
form the next stack (1) which is again subjected to the
same process until the wall with or without openings is
obtained.
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Description

[0001] An object of the invention is the method of man-
ufacturing a multi-layer wooden wall of planks arranged
crosswise in alternate layers that form a stack, used for
making walls with openings for windows and doors and
walls without openings used for building houses.
[0002] The multi-layer wooden walls are currently
manufactured by making the bottom layer of the planks
arranged edgewise, on which the next layer is placed
crosswise at right angle to the former layer, and then the
layers are joined together with wooden pins glued in the
holes perpendicular to the plank surface, and then the
next layer is arranged on the resulting upper layer cross-
wise to it and joined with the layer underneath similarly
using the pins glued in the arranged layer and the layer
underneath. The operation of placing the next crosswise
arranged layer and gluing in the pins was repeated until
the wall of required thickness was obtained. After obtain-
ing the wall of required thickness, the wall is cut to the
correct size and door and/or window openings are cut
out in it, as needed, and the resulting waste is usually
used as firewood or processed in choppers into chips
used for fabricating pellets, since the separation of the
bonded layers of planks and recovery of single planks is
technically impossible.
[0003] This method has been illustrated in Fig. 1, which
shows the sectional view of the stack composed of the
plank layers joined together with the pins.
[0004] There is also a known method of manufacturing
multi-layer wooden walls by making the bottom layer of
the planks arranged edgewise, on which the next layer
is placed crosswise at right angle to the former layer, and
then the layers are joined together with aluminium nails
4 driven perpendicularly to the surface of upper planks,
and then the next layer is arranged on the resulting upper
layer crosswise to it and joined with the layer underneath
similarly using the aluminium nails. The operation of plac-
ing the next layer and joining the layers with aluminium
nails is repeated until the wall of required thickness is
obtained. After obtaining the wall of required thickness,
the wall is cut to the correct size or door and/or window
openings are cut out in it, as needed, and the resulting
chips are treated as waste material, usually used as fire-
wood or processed in choppers into chips, since the sep-
aration of the planks joined in such a manner is unprof-
itable.
[0005] This method has been illustrated in Fig. 2, which
shows the sectional view of the stack composed of the
plank layers joined together with the aluminium nails 4.
[0006] The purpose of the invention is to develop the
method of manufacturing the multi-layer wooden wall of
planks arranged crosswise at right angles to one another
in alternate layers that form a stack, used for making
walls with openings for windows and doors and walls
without openings used for building houses, where the
pins can easily be removed from the resulting waste ma-
terial and reclaimed planks can be reused to manufacture

a new wall.
[0007] The method of manufacturing the multi-layer
wooden wall of the planks arranged crosswise at right
angles to one another in alternate layers consisting of a
number of the planks of equal width that adhere to one
another edgewise along the longer edges, according to
the invention is characterised in that the layers made of
the planks of equal width that adhere to one another
edgewise along the longer edges, and are cut to the same
length, are stacked on an even surface of an assembly
base, where the stack consists of 5 to 17 layers of the
planks, until the wall of required thickness is obtained,
after which the stack of the planks is stabilised on the
sides and from the top by exerting pressure of 200 to 600
kg/m2 on it by means of pressure clamps, which is trans-
ferred to the side walls and base of the stack so that the
individual layers adhere to one another thoroughly and
form the wall with the top and bottom layers parallel to
one another, and then 1 to 5 holes are made through all
the layers of the planks in the stack on the plank width
"A" to join each layer, with their axes of symmetry inclined
at an angle "α" higher than 0° up to 45° to the longitudinal
and/or side edges of the stack planks, and then pins are
driven in the holes and the stack joined in that manner
is placed in the storage area or door and/or window open-
ings are cut out in it, as needed, and then the finished
wall is sized to obtain correct thickness, after which it is
placed in the storage area, and the pins from the door
and/or window cut-outs are pushed out in the direction
opposite to the pinning direction and the planks reclaimed
are reused for arranging wall layers that form the next
stack which is subjected again to the process of joining
all the layers by drilling the next diagonal holes and driv-
ing in the pins, and then the process is repeated until the
wall without openings or the wall with the openings is
obtained.
[0008] The wall manufactured according to the inven-
tion has been illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows a top ax-
onometric view of the stack composed of the plank layers
joined together with the pins driven through them, Fig. 4
shows a top view of part of a corner of the wall made of
the planks joined with the pins with the indicated cutting
plane across the pins, Fig. 5 shows the sectional view of
part of the wall made of the plank layers joined together
with the wooden pins driven at an angle, and Fig. 6 shows
an axonometric view of part of the wall with parts of the
planks removed.
[0009] Example 1. The planks 2 of identical width and
identical length are arranged on the even surface of the
base into the stack 1 composed of 5 layers arranged
parallel to one another along their longer sides, where
each subsequent layer of the planks 2 is arranged cross-
wise at right angles to one another in the alternate layers
of the planks 2 arranged parallel to one another along
their longer sides, after which the stack of the planks 2
is stabilised on the sides and from the top by exerting
pressure of 200 kg/m2 on it by means of pressure clamps,
which is transferred down to the base of the stack 1 so
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that the individual layers adhere to one another thorough-
ly and form the wall with the top and bottom layers parallel
to one another, after which two holes are made through
all the layers of the planks in the stack on the plank width
"A" with their axis of symmetry inclined at an angle of 20°
to the longitudinal edge of the planks 2 of the stack 1,
and then the pins 5 are driven in the holes, and the stack
1 joined in that manner forming the finished wall is sized
to obtain correct thickness and then placed in the storage
area.
[0010] Example 2. The planks 2 of identical width and
identical length are arranged on the even surface of the
base into the stack 1 composed of 17 layers arranged
parallel to one another along their longer sides, where
each subsequent layer of the planks 2 is arranged cross-
wise at right angles in the alternate layers, and then the
stack of the planks 2 is stabilised on the sides and from
the top by exerting pressure of 600 kg/m2 on it by means
of pressure clamps, which is transferred down to the base
of the stack 1 so that the individual layers adhere to one
another thoroughly and form the wall with the top and
bottom layers parallel to one another, after which five
holes are made through all the layers of the planks 2 in
the stack 1 on the plank width "A" with their axes of sym-
metry inclined at an angle of 45° to the longitudinal edge
and 45° to the side edge of the planks 2 in the stack 1,
and then the pins 5 are driven in the holes and the door
and window openings are cut out in the stack 1, after
which the finished wall is sized to obtain correct thickness
and then placed in the storage area, and the pins 5 from
the door and window cut-outs are pushed out in the di-
rection opposite to the pinning direction and the planks
2 reclaimed are reused for arranging the next layered
walls by making the stack 1 of the planks 2, which is
subjected again to the process of joining all the layers by
drilling diagonal holes and driving in the pins 5.

Claims

1. The method of manufacturing the multi-layer wood-
en wall of the planks arranged crosswise at right an-
gles to one another in alternate layers consisting of
a number of the planks of equal width that adhere to
one another edgewise along their longer edges
characterised in that the layers of the planks (2) of
equal width that adhere to one another edgewise
along the longer edges, and are cut to the same
length, are arranged into the stack (1) on an even
surface of an assembly base, where the stack (1)
consists of 5 to 17 layers of the planks (2), until the
wall of required thickness is obtained, after which
the stack of the planks (2) is stabilised on the sides
and from the top by exerting pressure of 200 to 600
kg/m2 on it by means of pressure clamps, which is
transferred to the side walls and base of the stack
(1) so that the individual layers adhere to one another
thoroughly and form the wall with the top and bottom

layers parallel to one another, and then 1 to 5 holes
are made through all the layers of the planks (2) in
the stack (1) on the plank width "A" to join each layer,
with their axes of symmetry inclined at an angle high-
er than 0° up to 45° to the longitudinal and/or side
edges of the stack (1) planks (2), and then the pins
(5) are driven in the holes and the stack (1) joined
in that manner is sized to obtain correct thickness
and then placed in the storage area or door and/or
window openings are cut out in it, as needed, and
then the finished wall is placed in the storage area,
and the pins (5) from the door and/or window cut-
outs are pushed out in the direction opposite to the
pinning direction and the planks (2) reclaimed are
reused for arranging wall layers that form the next
stack (1) which is again subjected again to the proc-
ess of joining all the layers by drilling the next diag-
onal holes and driving in the pins (5), and then the
process is repeated until the wall without openings
or the wall with the openings is obtained.
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